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Luke Chamberlin’s State of Mind January 2017

Of all human miseries the bitterest is this: to know so much
and to have control over nothing.

— Herodotus

Dear Friends,

Five years ago on New Year’s Eve I found myself in Amsterdam
standing in front of the home of Rembrandt, my jacket pockets
laden with fireworks. I intended to blow up his house.

Even as I waited in line at the fireworks shop (yes, there was a
queue to purchase fireworks, and not a short one. The
paradoxical Dutch, often pragmatic to a fault, challenge all my
preconceptions of public safety and just plain common sense), I
knew that I would try to find my way back to the 17th century
workshop and home of the great artist with malicious intent.

I am not sure what triggered my animosity toward Rembrandt. My
feelings toward the entrepreneurial artist and his workshop are
generally neutral. That night, however, a great discontent
settled over me like a fog as I wandered across bridges and over
canals through the cold Dutch air in search of revenge against
abstract concepts. Amsterdam was a war zone from a dream.
Billowy clouds of smoke moved through the narrow cobblestone
streets, the sour smell of gunpowder mingling with the sticky
sweet smell of cannabis. Shadows in the smoke suddenly turned
into leering faces, illuminated from below by neon glow sticks
wrapped around their necks, leaving a brief, ghoulish impression
before disappearing back into the haze. The low, guttural beat
of far-off dance music that bounced off brick buildings and
through my chest was punctuated by the cries of human voices:
joy, lust, pain, lost friends with dead cell phones searching
for each other in the night.
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I hadn’t realized it at the time, but the hairline fractures in
my worldview were gradually turning into cracks.

The Immaculate Conception of the Nation

The story of our own births is too traumatic to imagine, so we
tell children stories about the stork and the cabbage patch. Ask
someone to picture a newborn infant and you will get soft skin
wrapped in swaddling cloth enveloped by a soft glowing light.
Our imagination scrubs out the placenta, the mucus, the scalpel-
severed umbilical cord and the drained blood. Flesh rips open
and people shit themselves. They keep a bucket in the hospital
room just for this purpose. That is how you were born.

Not to mention that before all this someone had sex with your
mother.

Anyway, it’s very unpleasant to think about. We would like to
believe in our own immaculate conception and birth, because the
truth is messy and unpleasant. As rational adults, we know that
these things happened, but we try not to think of them and
generally purge them from our self-narratives.

Nations imagine their beginnings in a similar way. There is no
nation that was not born of bloodshed and the taking of land
from someone else. We quickly erect constitutions and laws and
point to them as our beginnings and sweep the rest under the
rug.

I call this The Immaculate Conception of the Nation.*

*I’ve borrow this from a line from a play by the Irish writer
Denis Johnston.

The island of Manhattan was purchased on the level from the
Lenape for 60 guilders.
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Disease killed most of the indigenous population. It was a
tragedy, but they didn’t have the same antibodies as the
Europeans.

There was so much unused land just sitting there in Oklahoma
that the US couldn’t give it away fast enough. Anyone — even Tom
Cruise — could claim whatever he could stake.

And so on.

Recently we found some new neighbors a few doors down featured
in Dwell, an architecture and design magazine. They had just
moved onto the block and completed a gut rehab of a turn-of-the-
century brownstone. The article opened:

When [names redacted] purchased a derelict 1901 three-story
brownstone in the Gowanus neighborhood of Brooklyn in 2014,
they came into the property well rehearsed in the art of
renovating a home.

derelict (adj) in a very poor condition as a result of disuse
and neglect.

Here’s the trouble with the word “derelict” — I knew the family
who lived in the building before it was sold. They had lived on
the block for 30 years. Only after they left was the building
“delivered vacant.”

Here’s the founder of a co-living startup on Crown Heights, the
neighborhood where he is building housing, quoted in the New
Yorker:

“It’s a friendly neighborhood. People say hi to you on the
street. It’s convenient to mass transit. There are some
really cool bars. And we were able to find a wholly vacant
multifamily building. We don’t want to evict people.”

We bought the building for 60 guilders, guilt-free and on the
level. It’s very important that everyone believes this.
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The world is full of ghosts and not getting any less crowded. We
can hide from them or we can confront them. If you are
uncomfortable walking alongside ghosts you will be unhappy in
the coming age. If you are afraid of moral complexity you will
be unhappy in the coming age. Many will choose to live in denial
of history. They will invent new histories for our nations, each
more immaculate than the next. They will construct new worlds
free of the pain and the burden and the guilt of history. And
many will come to live in these worlds.

This is the thread that wormed its way through my mind that cold
New Year’s Eve. What if my beloved canon had been falsified?
Maybe this is what set me against Rembrandt.

Or perhaps I am overthinking the whole thing. I was in an
altered state of mind and in possession of fireworks. There are
only so many paths forward.

In contrast to five years ago, I ended 2016 alone and lamentably
sober in the back of a car taking me from John F. Kennedy
International Airport to my home in Brooklyn. As we merged onto
the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway, Manhattan in all its crystalline
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splendor swung into view, fireworks exploding above the bridges,
their reflections dyeing the harbor waters. The driver and I
broke into applause. I tried to take a picture, but, like much
of the year, it was impossible to capture anything clearly.

With no hangover to nurse, I was up early on New Year’s Day and
set about to follow some advice I read at one time or anther by
an English poet named Edward Fitzgerald: walk in the morning,
write in the afternoon, read in the evening. The sequence is
important and more clever than first glance. Walking in the
morning sets you up for success: it is difficult (though not
impossible) to fail at leaving your house and walking. Walking
also gives you time to think and sort through the words jumbled
about your head. Next comes writing, a chance to put these
thoughts down after spending some time with them. Finally,
reading, fuel for writing but with a night’s sleep in between to
lessen the chance of too direct an influence on one’s writing
style.
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And so, on 1 January 2017, I set out in the morning for a walk.
I am lucky enough to live within walking distance of one of the
greatest parks in the world: Prospect Park in Brooklyn. Designed
by Frederick Law Olmsted, who also designed the more famous but
inferior (according to him!) Central Park, the two parks were
build almost in parallel through the 1860s and 70s. Unlike
Central Park, now surrounded by glass towers 100 stories high
giving one the impression of walking through a giant terrarium,
you can lose yourself so deeply in Prospect Park that you forget
you are walking through one of the world’s largest cities. After
six years of frequent walks I still find myself lost at times in
the park.

Winter in Prospect Park is a different place: without their
curtain of foliage the skeleton trees hide little of the city
around you, the footpaths turn to mud, the baseball fields are
closed, the ponds freeze over, and all the birds have fled
south.

After a few hours strolling through the park I returned home for
lunch: smoked sardines on olive loaf with English cheddar. I
treated myself to pine needle tea and Dutch liquorice for
dessert. On my computer I then began to tap out the outline of
the newsletter you are now reading.

In the evening I picked out a new book from a rather
intimidating stack I received over the holidays to read for a
few hours (Valeria Luiselli’s Sidewalks). My reading today was
less successful than my walking or writing; I went to check the
definition of a single word and was soon distracted by that
false prophet called the Internet, and fell into a deep hole
reading about the history of arial bombardment.

The First Unmanned Arial Bombing

In 1849, Austria occupied most of what is now northern Italy and
gradually expanded its territory through a series of military
campaigns against the then un-unified Italian states. It was in
this context that the former Republic of Venice declared
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independence as The Republic of San Marco, one of those
footnotes of history, an independent state that would exist for
only 17 months.

By the time Austria got around to laying siege to Venice, the
small republic had no chance of victory. In a completely
superfluous move on 22 August, the same day as Venice’s eventual
surrender, the Austrian navy decided to test a new form of
weaponry: bombs dropped from unmanned balloons.

Large balloons more than 20 feet across were sent up into the
sky from the deck of the Austrian ship Volcano positioned
outside the Venetian lagoon. The balloons were tethered to the
ship by thin copper wire, and triggered by attaching the wire to
a large battery, which mechanically opened a small basket and
dropped a bomb straight down.

Results were mixed: after a few attempts the winds changed
direction and the balloons floated back over the positions of
the Austrian troops and the experiment was aborted.

The bombing was recorded in the March 1849 edition of Scientific
American.
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The First Bomb Dropped From An Airplane

In 1911 — only eight years after the Wright brothers’ successful
test flight at Kitty Hawk — an Italian pilot named Giulio
Gavotti carried out the first arial bombing run.

Italy had just invaded Tripoli with the intention of turning it
into an Italian colony, ending 350 years of Ottoman rule. Like
many acts of colonialism in the 20th century, they labeled the
invasion “an act of liberation”.

Gavotti’s bombs were little more than small hand-held grenades
and the delivery mechanism was crude: he pulled the pins with
his teeth and flung the grenades sideways out of his airplane
while trying to avoid hitting his own wings. According to
Gavotti, the bombs fell amongst a sea of white tents pitched
around an oasis in the desert, however there is no evidence the
bombs caused any casualties or damage.
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Despite inconclusive results, Italian newspapers ran the
following headline the next day:

Aviator Lt. Gavotti Throws Bomb on Enemy Camp. Terrorized
Turks Scatter upon Unexpected Celestial Assault.

Gavotti’s plane, an early Austrian design called a Taube, looked
eerily like a bird of prey from below. Maybe terror was the
right word.

The Largest Bomb Dropped From An Airplane

Fifty years later in 1961, Russian Major Andrei Durnovtsev sat
on an airfield on the Kola Peninsula inside the Arctic Circle in
a specially modified Tu-95V bomber (Russia’s response to the US
B-52 flying fortress). The plane shone brilliant white like a
diamond struck by light and was so bright it could hardly be
looked at, having been covered entirely with a special
reflective white paint. The plane’s bomb bay doors had also been
removed — the payload was too large to fit inside.
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Project 7000, codename Vanya, and what would later become known
as the Tsar Bomba was, and remains to this day, the largest
explosive device ever built by humans. An arial test was wholly
unnecessary — it was meant to show the US that the experiment
was not academic and could actually be delivered. The test
called for the bomb to be dropped via parachute from an altitude
of 10 kilometers and detonate via a barometric trigger at 4
kilometers. This would give the pilot a chance to fly up to 50
kilometers away from ground zero. Even with these precautions,
and unbeknownst to Major Durnovtsev, the bombmakers gave him a
50% chance of survival.

The bomb was dropped over Novaya Zemlya in the far northern
reaches of the world. Minutes later, the world had two suns.

The nuclear fireball stretched out 8 kilometers wide and would
have reached the ground if it had not been forced back up into
the sky by its own shockwave like a bouncing ball. The resulting
mushroom cloud reached a height of 64 kilometers — as tall as
seven Mount Everests stacked on top of each other — breaking
through the stratosphere and into the mesosphere on its way to
outer space. Windows were broken in Finland and Norway and the
shockwave still registered on seismic sensors even after its
third trip around the world. Scientists who later visited Novaya
Zemlya described the formerly rocky surface as “perfectly flat
and polished like an ice skating rink” for miles around. The
vacuum created by the shockwave sent Major Durnovtsev’s plane
into free fall, but he managed to stabilize and survived to fly
another day.

Using the excellent Nukemap you can drop the Tsar Bomba on
various cities around the world to see what happens.

—

In the streets, in taverns and coffeshops (Dutch and otherwise),
sitting in traffic, in the dark places that people congregate to
trade secrets, and in between the electric charges that connect
us through the internet, never have I felt the anxiety I feel

http://nuclearsecrecy.com/nukemap/
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today. A cosmic background radiation of anxiety between every
word spoken, every comment read, every silence. Like heavy
humidity it blankets us, dulling senses and sapping energy. And
like humidity it will build until the air can no longer take its
weight, and then the clouds break and the downpour comes.

If you were to ask me for advice here is what I would tell you.
Take a walk to your nearest park and try to lose yourself as
thoroughly as possible. When you no longer recognize your
surroundings, look down at your feet. Now, find a small rock or
pebble and quickly wrap it in brown paper (it is important that
no one sees you doing this).

Keep this pebble in your pocket at all times. It will serve you
as a talisman against unexpected celestial assault.

Your friend,

Luke Chamberlin

Brooklyn, NY

10 January 2017


